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To:

The Honorable Karl Rhoads, Chair
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March 16,2010
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Conference Room 309, State Capitol

From:

Darwin L.D. Ching, Director
Department of Labor and Industrial Relations

Testimony Offering Comments on H.R. 84 and H.C.R. 145:
Urging the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations to Meet or Exceed
Occupational Safety and Health Administration Position Benchmarks for
Workplace Safety and Health.
1.

DLIR's COMMENTS
The Department offers the following comments on the Resolutions:
The Department firmly disagrees that its current staffing of inspector positions
jeopardizes its ability to fulfill HIOSH's mission in workplace safety and health.
The current staffing levels must be viewed in the proper context.

A.

CONTEXT OF THE BENCHMARKS

The benchmark staffing level for the HIOSH compliance program was last set
pursuant to an April 25, 1980 OSHA report. In a December 5, 1978 court order,
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia directed the Secretary of
Labor to define staffing levels necessary for a "fully effective program." These
benchmark levels were set with input from the HIOSH program.
The OSHA report set the benchmarks for Hawaii at a level of nine (9) inspectors
for both safety and health.
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We are currently in discussions with OSHA regarding examining the benchmark
levels. The workplace in 1980 is much different from the workplace now.
Specifically, the total number of workers' compensation cases reported in 1980
was about 47,725. The total number of workers compensation cases filed in 2008
was 24,542.
The number of recordable cases for private industry in 1980 was 29,240 with an
incident rate of 11.5. Within the construction industry, the incidence rate was
30.7. In 2008, the number of recordable cases of non fatal injuries for private
industry was 16,700 with an incident rate of 4.3. Notably, the injury and il1ness
rate for construction was only 6.1.
Despite the approximate increase of about 14,000 jobs in the construction industry
and about 13,000 in the accommodations industry since 1980, the latest data
regarding fatal occupational rates reflects a downward trend: 30 in 2006, 23 in
2007 and 18 in 2008. Also, the total number ofworkers' compensation cases in
the past three years reflects a downward trend. In 2007, about 26, I05 cases were
filed. In 2008, 24,942 cases were filed. In 2009, the most current information
reflects only about 21,262 cases have been filed since December 2009.

It is in this context that we are in current discussions with OSHA regarding an
examination of the benchmark levels for Hawaii.
Moreover, HIOSH has long found itself in a "catch 22" situation regarding the
compliance officer benchmarks. When economic times were good, the large
salary disparity between the private and the public sector frustrated efforts to fill
inspector positions. At one time, the private sector was paying about twice the
level of the pnblic pay scale. Retention was an issue; the HIOSH served as a
training ground for safety professionals to get their experience, only to go on to
more lucrative careers in the private sector.
On the other side, when economic times are bad, as they are presently, the State's
dire fiscal condition prevents us from filling inspector positions. The State's
economic condition necessitates all divisions, including HIOSH, to do more with
less, and focus on performing core operations with essential personnel.
Fil1ed inspector positions were not cut in the reduction in force. Instead, other
areas, including the clerical positions, were affected. Federal OSHA officials
previously remarked on how HIOSH's clerical section appeared overstaffed in
comparison to other States.
Notwithstanding the matters discussed above, we wil1 continue to do our mission
with less until the State's fiscal condition allows US to regain our prior staffing
levels. In the meantime, we welcome all the support available from our private
partners to further strengthen the HIOSH program.
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It is important to note that the benchmarks concerning the Consultation and
Training Branch of the HIOSH were essentially met in 2007. The functions of
two (2) safety consultants, two (2) health consultants, and one (1) compliance
assistance officer were met. The Consultation and Training Branch had three (3)
safety consultants and two (2) health consultants; one (1) health consultant
fulfilled the functions of the compliance assistance post. This staffing level was
maintained until the recent reduction in force.
Given the State's fiscal crisis, all departments and divisions, including the
HIOSH, must do more with less. To this end, we continue to leverage the
expertise and guidance of the HIOSH Advisory Committee in seeking creative
ways to promote safety in Hawaii's workplaces.

n.

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED RESOLUTION
The substantive text ofH.R. 84 and H.C.R. 145 are identical. The Resolutions
urge the Department to "meet or exceed OSHA benchmark safety levels for
Health Compliance Officers, Safety Compliance Officers, Safety Consultants,
Health Consultants, Compliance Assistance, and other positions as required for
HIOSH and the DLIR to fulfill its mission in workplace safety and health."

m.

CURRENT LAW
Through a 1980 OSHA has set the benchmark levels for compliance officers in
Hawaii at nine (9) safety inspectors and nine (9) health inspectors. OSHA also set
the following levels for Hawaii's consultation and training branch: two (2) safety
consultants, two (2) health consultants, and one (1) compliance assistant.

